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Abstract—Knowledge of the 3-D layout in front of a moving
robot or vehicle is essential for obstacle avoidance and navig-
ation. Currently the most common methods for acquiring that
information rely on ‘active’ technologies which project light into
the world (e.g., LIDAR). Some passive (non-emitting) systems use
stereo cameras but only a relatively small number of techniques
attempt to solve the 3-D layout problem using the information
from a single video camera. A single camera offers many advant-
ages such as lighter weight and fewer video streams to process.
The visual motion occurring in brief monocular video sequences
contains information regarding the movement of the camera and
the structure of the scene. Extracting that information is difficult
however because it relies on accurate estimates of the image
motion velocities (optical flow) and knowledge of the camera
motion, especially the heading direction.
We have solved these two problems and can now obtain
image flow and heading direction using mechanisms based on
the properties of motion sensitive neurones in the brain. This
allows us to recover depth information from monocular video
sequences and here we report on a series of tests that assess the
accuracy of this novel approach to 3-D depth recovery.
Index Terms—visual odometry, monocular visual sensor, image
motion, depth-from-motion
I. INTRODUCTION
Humans are very good at extracting 3-D depth information
from the visual motion in monocular, 2-D video sequences [1].
This ability is part of an amazing skill whereby we are able
to extract information about the world in front of us from just
the 2-D motion on the retinae of our eyes [2]–[6]. Currently
the mapping out of the environment in front of a moving robot
or vehicle requires active sensors (e.g., LIDAR) or binocular
systems [7], [8]. Emulating the human ability to extract 3-D
depth from 2-D motion in software would have many practical
benefits such as sensors for robotics that are lighter and more
compact than current systems. It would also reduce the need
to process two (or more) video streams simultaneously, as is
the case for binocular or multi-camera systems.
The theory behind our ability to determine self-motion and
depth from 2-D motion has been known for a long time [2]–
[4], [9] but it turned out to be a difficult problem when
it is applied to actual video input sequences. A number of











Figure 1. Deriving depth from optical flow. (a) If heading direction (α, β)
is known, and w1, w2 are fixed in the world, D1 and D2 can be found from
s1 and s2. If V is known, it is possible to obtain absolute values of D1 and
D2. (b) Knowledge of the heading direction and the two vector magnitudes
can provide information about the relative depths of the two dots.
motion slowed progress in this area [10]. On the surface, the
derivation of depth from motion looks straightforward and can
be conceived as a basic trigonometric problem (Fig. 1a). If
the image motion arises from a pure translation of the camera
(i.e., no rotation is present) then knowledge of the heading
direction (shown as a white circle in Fig. 1b) enables the
relative depth of two points to be obtained from the relative
magnitude of the two vectors.
Two problems surface when attempting this exercise how-
ever. First, it is difficult to obtain accurate estimates of the
image velocities and there is a long history of attempts to do
so [11]–[14]. Second, it is difficult to estimate the heading
direction from the flow field because it is rare to only have978-1-7281-0125-5/18/$31.00 ©2018 Crown
a pure translation flow field; for the majority of self-motion
scenarios some camera rotation also occurs. The image motion
from the rotation (R) gets added to the translation part of the
motion (T) and each vector in the flow field is now given
by the vector sum (T+R). It is difficult to find the heading
direction in these combined T+R flow fields [6], [15].
We have now overcome both of these problems and have
developed a system (based on the known properties of cells in
the primate visual system) for measuring image motion [10]
and for obtaining a pure translation flow field from a combined
T+R field [16], [17]. The image velocity estimation stage has
been described in detail previously [10] and an overview can
be found in [18]. One of us recently also described a technique
for measuring and removing the R component of the motion
during movement along curvilinear paths [16]. In this paper,
we are assessing the depth estimation stage of our system
and the test sequences contain no rotation components, so we
will not specifically discuss the rotation compensation stage
of the model. We demonstrate how 3-D depth information
can be recovered from an eight frame, monocular video
sequence obtained from a camera moving towards a scene with
known object distances. The model successfully discriminates
between objects at different distances from the camera.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
Fig. 2 shows the steps used to extract depth from an image
sequence. Eight frames extracted from a video movie (see
details below) are first input (step 1) through the velocity es-
timation algorithm [10]. This method for extracting a velocity
vector field (‘optical flow field’) uses banks of spatiotemporal
filters as an initial stage and combines the outputs in a unique
way to generate filters that are tightly tuned to the speed of
the image motion. The outputs of these speed and direction
tuned filters are then combined across different spatial scales
to derive a velocity estimate at (x, y) locations that form part
of a diamond-based spatial array [10].
The output of the velocity estimation algorithm is referred to
as ‘raw’ in this figure because some of the direction estimates
are perturbed away from the correct direction because of the
aperture problem. This problem arises where the stimulus
patch moving across the motion sensors contains only one
orientation and only the motion orthogonal to the edge can be
detected [12], [19]. This is corrected at a later stage in our
system, once the heading direction has been established.
If a known rotation of the camera relative to the moving
platform has occurred, it would be removed (step 2) from the
vector flow field at this stage [17]. No rotation was used in the
tests reported in this paper and so no rotation compensation
was required. The flow field is then passed (step 3) through a
curvilinear rotation detection stage [16] which is designed to
detect the rotation component of the vectors when rotation is
introduced via motion of the camera along a curved path in the
world. If curvilinear rotation is detected, it is subtracted from
the flow field. In all tests reported in this paper, the curvilinear
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Figure 2. Overview of depth estimation system.
The rotation free flow field is then used as input (step 4) to
our heading detector stage [18], [20]. The heading detectors
are designed to find the ‘Focus of Expansion’ (FOE) which is
the point in the image out from which all the vectors radiate.
This point (xFOE, yFOE) corresponds to the instantaneous head-
ing direction of the camera [21]. For a set of candidate FOE
locations (xfi , yfi) spanning −50◦ to 50◦ azimuth and −50◦
to 50◦ elevation in 2.5◦ steps, each vector in the flow field at
(xj , yj) is projected (via a dot product) onto the radial line that
joins (xfi , yfi) to (xj , yj). It is possible to sample a greater
range of possible FOE locations [22] but we limited the range
for the tests reported in this paper because the heading was
constrained to be in the central region of the image. The sum
of the dot products is assigned to each ‘heading detector’ in the
map of (xfi , yfi) locations. This forms a 2-D distribution with
the peak corresponding to the heading direction since the sum
of the dot products is maximal when the vectors align with
the radial direction out from the actual FOE [20]. In order to
obtain greater precision in the heading estimates we threshold
the distribution (all values below 0.95 of the peak are set to
zero) and use a centroid operation (weighted vector sum) to
find the heading vector from the remaining non-zero (xfi , yfi)
values [16].
Once we have established the estimated heading direction
(AZest,ELest), we know that the correct direction of the vectors
in the flow field should all align with the radial directions out
from the image point (xf , yf ) corresponding to (AZest,ELest).
Any perturbation of the vector direction away from the radial
direction was most likely caused by the aperture problem and
so the corrected magnitude (Vc) of each vector is estimated
from Vc = V/ cos(α− β) where α is the radial direction and
β is vector direction. This transformation is only applied for
values of α − β < 70◦. Vectors outside of these bounds are
not passed to the next stage of processing.
Once the radial flow field has been calculated the vectors are
passed (step 5) through a depth estimation stage (see Fig. 1a)
using standard optic flow equations [22] to derive the absolute
depth of the point (X,Y, Z) at image location (x, y) from
the vector magnitude, the heading direction and the camera
forward speed. The derived depth can be represented in the
form of a heat-map (e.g., bottom of Fig. 2). Here we analyse
the accuracy of the depth estimation stage by comparing the
depth estimates of specific objects and image regions to the
known depth of the objects in the scene.
III. TESTING METHODOLOGY
We used a computer-controlled camera (Basler acA1920-
150um) mounted on a Pan-Tilt unit attached to an X-Y trans-
lation table (Newmark CS Series XY Gantry-1500-1500-1).
The camera (field of view = 42◦ horizontal and 26.3◦ vertical)
moved at 0.25 m/s towards a laboratory scene containing
identifiable target objects (Fig. 3). A series of eight frames (the
minimum required to implement the biphasic temporal filters
used in the flow field estimation model [10]) of 1920× 1200
pixels was extracted from the video stream at a 10 Hz sample
rate. The large images were divided into 4 × 8 sub-movies
(each 256 × 256 pixels) with a 16 pixel overlap, which is
for convenience only as our model is currently set up to use
256×256 images. The 32 separate 256×256×8 frame movies
were run through the velocity estimation code individually and
the resulting vector flow fields were then stitched together to
produce a single flow field for the original full frame movie.
The output of the velocity code model develops over the eight
frame sequence and we use the output from the fourth frame
as an estimate of the vector flow field. Each vector in the
composite flow field has a magnitude (in pixels per frame)
and direction (degrees). The current implementation of the
model is based around 256 × 256 sized images running in
Matlab and is not intended for ‘real-time’ analysis. The 32
separate movies could be run in parallel on suitable hardware
or distributed systems for faster processing times.
Fig. 3 shows the first and last frames of the eight-frame
movie sequence with some of the objects that will be used
to assess the depth extraction stage of the model. The true
camera direction was intended to be (0◦, 0◦) azimuth and
elevation but because of a small misalignment with the X-
Y system rails the actual heading location was determined
to be (0.9◦, 1.5◦) using visual calibration (zooming in on the
central image region and finding the location with zero radial
motion). This offset was removed from the model heading
estimates prior to the depth estimation stage.
IV. RESULTS
The raw vector flow field output from the velocity estim-
ation stage is shown in Fig. 4a. Note that because of the
diamond spatial array used to sample the image motion [10],





Figure 3. First and last frames from video input sequence used as input to
the depth estimation model. The red rectangle indicates an object at a known
distance from the camera as well as a region that is some distance away (blue).
The ability of the model to discriminate the depth of such regions was tested
for a range of separation distances.
array than faster speeds and so the output does not look
like that from some other optical flow algorithms that use
dense uniform sampling. The first stage flow field was passed
through the heading detector array (step 4 in Fig. 2) and
the activity distribution from the array is plotted in Fig. 4b.
The estimated heading (corrected for the camera misalignment
error) was (0.1◦, 0.5◦) which is very close to the true heading
(0◦, 0◦).
Given the estimated heading direction (and associated ex-
pansion point in the image), the actual radial direction of each
vector was determined and the vector magnitude was corrected
(see Model Description above). The resulting radial flow field
is shown in Fig. 5.
The radial flow was used to estimate the distance to each
point occupied by a vector in the output field (see Model
Description above). Usually knowledge of the forward speed
of the camera is an unknown and only the relative distances
can be found. For the following tests, we assume knowledge of
the camera velocity so that the estimates can be compared to
the actual (known) distances of the objects in the scene. The
resulting overall cloud of (X,Y, Z) depth estimates occupy
a frustum that projects out from the image plane and are
difficult to visualise. We therefore clipped the X and Y values
within particular window regions of the image (see Fig. 3) and
examined the depth values within each zone.
A. Test 1. Three-metre separation in depth
Fig. 6 shows a plan view of the depth (Z) estimates for the


















Heading = 0.1° Az, 0.5° Elev
Figure 4. (a) Vector flow field output from the velocity estimation stage of
the model in response to the eight frame test sequence. The blank zones at
the top and bottom of the field are regions that were not sampled because of
the subdivision into 256×256 pixel movies. (b) Output of heading estimation
stage of the model. The graph shows the activity of each heading detector
(tuned to a particular azimuth and elevation value) in response to the vector
flow field shown in (a).
Figure 5. Radial vector flow field output from the velocity estimation stage
of the model in response to the eight-frame test sequence.
to the estimates from the closer checkerboard pattern and the
blue circles are from the region containing the far wall of the
laboratory (approximately 3 m further from camera than the
red region). The horizontal dashed lines show the actual object
distances from the camera (2.1 m and 5.5 m) for the red and
blue regions respectively.
The estimated point cloud is noisy because slight variations
in the vector magnitudes can result in large depth variations
given the small projection angles involved. However, it is




























Figure 6. Top view of point cloud depth estimates. X = horizontal, Y =
vertical (out of page) and Z is distance from camera and is plotted on the
y-axis of the graph. Each circle is a depth estimate for each of the image
velocity vectors within the rectangular zones shown in Fig. 3. The horizontal
dashed lines show the true distance from the camera for the objects located
in the zones. Only the left half of the image is represented in order to provide
an enlarged view of the point cloud.
























Figure 7. Frequency histograms of the estimated distances (x-axis) found
in each of the two image zones (top-red zone, bottom blue-zone). The red
vertical lines are the means of the distributions and the grey lines are the
actual distances to the objects.
apparent that the red region is closer on average than the
blue, far wall region. We binned the estimates along the Z
dimension (using the histogram function in Matlab) and the
resulting frequency histograms are shown in Fig. 7.
The means (and standard deviations) for the two depth
distributions were 2.1 m (1.0) and 4.9 m (1.2). A t-test in-
dicated that these two distributions are significantly different,
t(1, 513) = 29.1, p < .001. Therefore, the model was able
to extract depth from the monocular video sequence and
successfully identified that the two zones were at different
distances from the camera. Because the camera speed was
known, we were also able to derive estimates of the absolute
distance estimates (in metres) from the camera. The mean
estimates for the two actual object distances (see red and grey



























Figure 8. Depth test 2 for objects separated by 0.5 m. (a) The region marked
by the blue rectangle was further away from the camera than the red region.
(b) Frequency histogram of depth estimates from model for the two regions.
vertical lines in Fig. 7) were close to the true values, especially
for the near object with the mean estimate equal to 2.08 m
(only a 6 cm error).
This was a reasonably easy test because the separation
distance of the two regions was close to 3 m. We therefore
selected another object in the scene that was closer to the red
region and performed a similar test.
B. Test 2. 0.5 m object separation
Fig. 8 shows the new blue zone for an object located at
2.6 m from the camera with the difference in depth from the
red zone object equal to just under 0.5 m.
For the new blue region, the mean of the depth estimates
was 2.9 m (1.0). This was significantly different from the red
zone, t(1, 548) = 9.5, p < .001. The model was therefore able
to separate out two objects in the scene with a separation of
close to 0.5 m. The estimate for the absolute distance of the
far grid was also quite accurate (0.28 m error). For our final
test, we selected an object that was only separated by 0.2 m
from the red object.
C. Test 3. −0.2 m object separation
The mean depth estimate for the blue zone was 1.83m (0.4)
which is closer than the red zone mean (2.1 m). However the
spread of the two point cloud distributions are too high for this

























Figure 9. Results from depth test 3 for objects separated by 0.2 m. The test
used the nearest ball in the scene (see Fig. 8a) and it was 0.2 m closer than
the left grid (red zone in Fig. 8a).
difference to be detected reliably and the separation was not
significant for this condition, t(1, 369) = −1.63, p = 0.1 >
0.05. It should be noted however that the separation between
the ball and the left checkboard pattern is impossible to discern
visually when viewing the eight frame video sequence (while
fixated at the centre of the frame) and so the model appears to
be failing under the same conditions that challenge the human
visual system.
V. DISCUSSION
We have shown that 3-D depth information can be recovered
from an eight frame, monocular video sequence using a model
based on the properties of neurons in the primate visual
system. For effective obstacle avoidance, the detection of
objects along the path of travel needs to occur very quickly
if evasive action is to be executed in time. The temporal
filters in the early stage of our velocity detection algorithm
have an epoch of around 200 ms [23] and the timeline for
the extraction of depth is not much longer than this because
the later stages mainly involve integration of the first stage
motion signals. Our approach has been motivated by the need
to extract depth rapidly and the knowledge that humans can
extract depth very quickly from image motion [1]. Our whole
system is feedforward only and we would argue that this gives
it an advantage over schemes that rely on iterative searches for
solving the velocity or odometry stages [7], [8].
Despite our preference for this current feedforward imple-
mentation, we do recognise that the output from the later
stages of the model could be used to refine the depth estimates
over time. For example, we could use the depth distributions
(see Fig. 7) to refine future estimates of the extracted depth
signals and implement some form of Kalman filtering [24].
Given the difficulty of measuring optical flow accur-
ately [10] the vectors are always going to have a certain
amount of noise associated with them. For example, variations
in contrast across the scene will affect the speed estimates
and the aperture problem will perturb the direction estimates
depending on the orientation of edges in the scene. These
errors propagate through to the depth estimation stage and
so the depth estimates will always have a reasonable amount
of noise associated with them. This is particularly so for
locations close to the heading direction where small errors in
the heading vector get magnified to large depth errors because
of the small angles involved. Therefore, the depth estimates
derived using flow fields and monocular video sequences will
always have a certain amount of uncertainty associated with
them. We have shown, though, that separations of as little as
0.5 m can be readily distinguished (at least for the camera
speed we used) and that such object depth separation could in
theory be derived in around 200 ms (the integration time of
the motion filters).
Humans extend their ability to extract depth from self-
motion by moving their eyes continuously around a scene.
We tend to fixate and follow objects as they get nearer with
our eyes [25]. This offers two advantages: first, it slows down
the overall image motion and secondly, the eye fixation allows
part of the scene to fall on the receptor dense area of our eyes
(the fovea). This higher resolution and slower overall image
speed means that greater depth discrimination is possible in
the fixated region as well as providing a finer spatial sampling
of the depth points. Slower speeds are sampled using smaller
filters that are sampled more finely. We could emulate this skill
by having the camera track particular objects in our laboratory
scene and zoom in on the region of interest. Of course, this
introduces a rotation component to the motion (since the
camera is now tracking a moving object) and this rotation
would need to be removed prior to the heading estimation
stage of the model (steps 2 and 3 in Fig. 2).
The tests of the model reported in this paper do not include
any rotation of the camera which simplified the heading
estimation stage (step 4 in Fig. 2). We are currently testing
depth extraction in scenarios that include a camera rotation
(through both local rotations and via motion along curved
paths). This paper represents a first step in demonstrating that
a neural-based architecture can extract depth from monocular
2-D video sequences.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that information about the relative depth
of objects in front of a single moving monocular camera can
be derived from the camera’s video stream using a system
based on the known properties of motion sensitive cells in
the primate visual system. Our algorithm replicates these
properties in software and we have demonstrated that such a
system is able to correctly identify the relative depth of objects
in a scene. For our camera moving at 0.25 m/s we were able
to distinguish two objects separated by 0.5 m at an average
distance of 2.6 m (19% depth difference). This was achieved
using a fully feedforward system and an integration time of
around 200 ms. We were thus able to mimic the human ability
to rapidly extract depth from monocular video sequences.
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